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ABSIRACT
In this paper, we discuss a program transformation technique called
array reshaping. Array reshaping is an aggressive program transformation
technique that modifies the shape of the array storage at compile-time for
efficient execution on parallel architectures. It can be used to minimize the
local storage for local copies of data or change the patterns that arrays are
stored and referenced. For shared-memory architectures, it can be used to
copy subsets of arrays to local memories in blocks to speed up the data
references. For distributed-memory architectures, this technique can be
used to minimize conununication between processors and optimize the data
storage. Array reshaping also eliminates some of the needs to hand optim-
ize the storage space and thus allows the user to specify algorithms in a
more intuitive way. Array reshaping functions and some examples and
heuristics for utilizing the array reshaping are discussed.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we introduce a new program transformation technique called array
reshapillg. Array reshaping is a program transformation technique to modify the storage
pattern of an array (called the shape of the array). The shape of an array is the way the
elements of the array are physically stored and is defined by the declaration of the array.
This transformation is not to be confused with some existing transformations such as index
shifting, loop skewing, linearization, that change the view of an array. A view of an array
is an index set of the elements of the array and is a function defined by subscripts of an
array reference. An array can have many views bur only one shape. When an array refer-
ence appears inside loops, the subscripts of the array reference are functions of indices of
the loops. Program transformations can change the view of an array by changing array
subscripts or loop indices. For example, an 11 by n tri-diagonal matrix with only three
non-zero diagonal elements has a square shape of size 11 by n. By altering the subscripts
of the array reference in loops, the view of the array can be changed and only the elements
that are on the tri-digonal need to be referenced. However, the change of the views does
not affect the physical pattern of the array storage. If the array reshaping (as shown in the
example in the next section) is applied on the array, the shape of the array may be changed
into a filled array with only non-zero elements of the original array, i.e. the array has a
rectangular shape of size 11 by 3.
Definitioll. The shape of an array a can be characterized by bounds of the array and
can be defined as:
shape (a) = [I, .. ud x [/2 .. U2] x ... x [/L .. uLJ.
2where I" and Uk are the lower and upper bounds of the k-th subscripts of the array.
The size of the array is then defined to be:
L
Size(a) = II (Ui - Ii).
;=1
By nature, the array reshaping is a global program transformation that can be applied
only after global analysis of the program to detennine which shape and storage pattern of
the array can yield the best program performance or minimal program storage. It also
needs to be checked that whether any elements that are thrown out by the reshaped array
are used anywhere in the original program. These can be analyzed based on the define-use
chain of the program dependence graph [FeOtWa83] and a program performance predica-
tion model that we proposed in [Wang90a). Another important usage of the array reshap-
ing is to identify the portions of arrays that are used by certain part of the program and
make local copy of these portions. This means that instead of replacing the original array,
the reshaped array is placed in the local memory of a processor and the code is generated
to move the data from the original array to the new array.
2. Array Reshaping Functions
Array reshaping represents a group of one-to-one functions that operate on the shapes
of arrays. A reshaping function defines how the storage of an array is to be changed as
well as the relation between the elements of the original and the generated array. There
are two kinds of array reshaping that we are particular interested in: truncation/extension
and linear transfOIrnation. The truncation changes the lower and upper bounds of the sub-
scripts by removing or adding spaces to the arrays. The extension extends the boundaries
of an array beyond its original bounds by enlarging the bounds of its subscripts. The
linear transfonnation applies linear functions to the subscripts of the array and changes the
shape of the array. The difference between these two types of reshaping functions is that
for the linear transfonnation. the same linear function is applied to both subscripts of the
elements and bounds of the array. while for the truncation or extension, only the bounds of
the array are changed (an identity function is applied. to the subscripts of the elements). A
truncation or extension is often accompanied by a linear transfonnation function.
3A truncating or extending array-reshaping function (represented as [1..uJj) that
changes the bounds of the i-th subscript of an array a into [Lu], changes the shape of the
array a from [I, .. u d x ... X [Ii .. U,] X ••• x [I, .. ud into [I, .. u d x ... x [I .. u1 x ... x
[I, .. ud·
A linear reshaping function if, (I), fz(I), ... ,h(I)) maps the element
aUt> f2 • ... ,id in the array a into a T (fICil.i 2•··· ,iL), 12(i 1,;2.··· .iL), ...•
fLU I,i2, . .. ,iL», where aT denotes the new array. And the shape of the array a is
mapped from
[I, .. ud x [1 2 ., U2] x ... x [IL .. ud
into
where xi denotes a vector whose entries are all zero except the i-th entry, which has the
value x. For convenience, the linear array reshaping function is denoted as:
I --> if, (I), fz(I), ... ,fL<I)).
3. Variations of Array Reshaping
Although the array reshaping can be used to change the shape of array into many
different shapes, the primary purpose is to reduce the size of the array. Only elements
whose images of the reshaping function fall into the new shape of the array have slots in
the new array. Some basic reshaping functions are listed as follows:
• Projection: (I,j) --> (I) or (i,!) --> (I).
This function can be used when the interval corresponding to the dropped subscript in
the shape of the array is trivial -- has only one constant in the interval. If one sub-
script of an array a in a for loop is loop invariant, then the array can be projected into
a lower dimensional array inside the loop. For two dimensional arrays, the projection
(ij) --> (i) maps the original array into the i-tIt row and the projection (ij) __> (j)
maps the original array into the j-th column. The projection can be viewed as a spe-
cial case of truncation; when the range of a subscript of the array is truncated into
only one integer, the corresponding dimension of the array can be dropped in the
4task.
• Transporting: (ij) --> (j,i).
Two subscripts of the array are exchanged. In this case, an array of shape
[l..N]x[l..M] will be changed into an array of shape [l..M]x[l..N].
• Compaction: A linear function that can compact the bounds of the array subscript is
called compacting function. For example, (i) -> (ill) reduces the size of the array in
half·
• Expansion: A linear function that expand an array into a larger array is called an
expansion function. For example, (i) --> (2*i) doubles the size of the array. The
expansion is usually applied 011 arrays that were compacted to map them back to the
original arrays.
We denote the compaction and expansion as:
a l <- «i,j)-7(!l (i,j),f2(i,j)))(a)
and «i,j)-7 (fj-l U,j),f2-lU,j))) (a l ) <- a
respectively. Wherefi-1 denotes the inverse function of !J".
To reduce the data transmitting cost in distributed systems, for a compacting reshape,
the compacting is usually done before the data is sent; and for expanding reshape. the
expansion is usually done at the receiving processor.
Integer linear functions A integer linear function is a linear function whose cofficients are
n
all integers. A general form for the linear functions is L ak*ib where aks are integer
k=l
cofficients and iks are the indices of the array subscripts.
4. Opportunities For Applying Array Reshaping
"How can array reshaping be used in program restructuring to improve the parallel-
ism of a user program on a target architecture?" Array reshaping can be used to copy the
data into local memory of a processor or change the storage pattern of an array to reduce
space or reference time. The latter includes simplifying array subscript~calculation,
improving cache·hit ratio, changing array strides without interchanging the loops and
5reducing unnecessary traffic on the network. We list a few cases here and study these
cases through examples.
Case 1. Minimizing the array storage.
For example, given a band matrix a of size 11 by 11 with width w declared as:
a: array [1 .. n, 1 .. nl of real;
The matrix uses n2 spaces. By reshaping the band matrix into a rectangular array of size n
by 2*w+l, the storage requirement is decrease to n* (2*w+l). This situation can be
recognized by observing that the second subscript j of the array reference a (i,) is always
bounded by i -wand i+w. By transferring the array based on the function (i,j) __>
(i, j -i), the array a is mapped into a new array a' with the elements being repositioned.
And the declaration of the array becomes:
a: array [1 .. n-l, -w .. w] a/real;
Case 2. Changing the physical reference order a/the array to improve peifonnance.
For example, transporting a vectorizable array that has a long array stride but happen
to be in a pair of non-interchangeable loops may yield a stride-l vector. Even if the loop
is interchangeable, we still have case where in a doubly-nested loop we have two refer-
ences to two arrays for which one has stride-n reference and another has stride-l reference.
By interchanging the loops, we would change one references into stride-l and another into
stride-m.
The reshaping function can also be compounded with other reshaping functions to
change both the view and shape of the array.
For example, for the example in case I, if the array is better transported (for it to be
vectorized or other purposes) for other parts of the program, the transporting function (i,j)
--> U,i) can be applied. By applying (i,j) --> U,i) to the above example we obtain a com-
bined reshaping function (i,j) --> U-i,i), and the array declaration becomes
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Figure 1. Reshaping a band matrix.
Case 3. Minimizing messages in distributed-memory systems.
The data communication between processors of distributed-memory systems can be
significantly reduced when the sub-array that is used is compacted and copied over. In case
the sub-array is modified, the part of the array that are modified can be stored back to the
original processor by transmitting the results back and expanded into the original array.
For example, suppose array a is stored in process i but used by processor j in the fol-
lowing loop:
for i := 0 __ P-I do (* parallelized loop *J
for k := 0 .. M-I do
b{i, k] := a{i-I, 2*k];
end/or
end/or
7In a distributed-memory system, the reference to array a will be replaced by a copy of the
array a as shown below:
forall i := a.. Pol do
local alae: array [0 .. M-l [ of real:
if!i != 0) a!oe[O..M-l] <- ali-I, O.M-l];
for k := a.. M-l do
b[i, k] := aloe[2*kl;
endfor
endforall
Then array a has to be sent from processor i to processor j. By reshaping a I, the copy of
the array a in the processor j, with the reshaping function i--7(i/2) on the local array
aloe, the program becomes:
forall i := a.. Pol do
local aloe: array I a.. MI2 ] of real:
if!i!= 0) aloeI0..MI2] <- !ali+l, 2*jl,j=0..MI2):
for k := a.. M-l do
bli, kl := aloe[k]:
endfor
endforall
As can be seen in the example, the conversion is done in the sender and the size of
the array that is sent through the network is halved and the array subscript computation is
also simplified.
Note that this transfonnation is based on the specific shape and usage of the array,
numerical analysts have been doing this by hand by decades. However, this hand optimi-
zation usually obscures the clarity of the algorithm and sometimes it also creates
difficulties for the compiler in optimizing the program. By having the compiler perform
this kinds of optimizations automatically, it not only eases the burden on the programmers
but also makes the optimization easier on the compilers. This point is made even more
clear in the following example:
8Case 4. Avoiding obscured algorithms due to optimization.
Excessive program optimization often leads to obscured algorithms. For example, the
band matrix factorization uses Gaussian elimination to facto! the array. The following
program is a direct coding of the Gaussian elimination with the additional knowledge of
knowing that array a is a band matrix.
a: array f I ..n, I ..nJ 0/ real;
for i in 1 .. n-w do
for j in i+1 .. i+w do
a[j,iJ := - a[j,if I afi,iJ;
for k:= ;+1 to i+w do




For large n, most spaces in array a are unused and wasted. In order to save spaces, a
. 'competent" programmer would implement the above algorithm into the following fann:
a: array {l ..n, -w..w] a/real;
fOT i in J .. n-w do
/orJinI .. wda
a[j+i,-JJ := . a[j+i,-JJ I afi,OJ;
for k := 1 to w da




Unfortunately, this program is so obscured that most people have to spend quite a bit
of time to comprehend the meaning of the subscribes and the program. By examining the
above example more carefully, we will find that the second program can be obtained by
shifting the loop indices of loop j and k by i and then applying the reshaping function
(m,o) --> (m,o-m) to the first program. This optimization can be obtained by a simple
9heuristic encoded as rules in the rule base. By letting the compiler optimize the storage
usage, the program can be implemented as close to the algorithm as possible.
Case 5. Array Copying for the Functional Semantic of Forall Loops.
For languages whose forall loops have functional semantics, copy-arrays may need to
be created in each loop instance that uses or updates the array to preserve the copy-in and
copy-out semantic [Wang86]. The array reshaping can be used to reshape the local copy-
array of the original array for each loop instance. Since memory accesses inside for loops
are usually very regular, this means that the array reshaping can reduce the size of the
copy-array to the minimum. This will guarantee that only the necessary data is copied into
the forall loops. On distributed systems, only the remote array elements that are used by
the local processors need to be copied. This minimizes the cost of copying arrays in the
implementation of functional FORALL loops and makes it practical.
For example, consider the Jacobi iteration shown in the next program fragment:
var
A, New A: arrayl0.N, O.N] ofreal;
pid: integer;
forall i in 1 .. N-/,j in 1 .. N-l do
New_A[ij]:: 0.25' (A[i-lj] + A[i+lj] + A[ij-/] + A[ij+l]);
endforall;
Note that this forall loop is usually swrounded by an outer loop that iterates until the
solution converges. At the end of the iteration there is code to copy contents of the army
New_A into A (or an optimization-minded user might interchange the array New_A with
array A to avoid the copying). For shared memory architecture, the array A and New_A
can be in global memory, but it is beneficial to create local copy of the array. The local
copies of the array Old_A are block-transferred to the processors before the first iteration
and the results are copied back after the last iteration. This model is similar to the
disnibuted-memory model. To execute this program on a distributed-memory machine,
one simple decomposition is to partition the arrays into p2 blocks of size MxM. Where
M : eN + 2) I P. This yields the following program:
10
forall k in 0 .. P-l, I in 0 .. P-l M
const
lowl = k'M; low2 = I'M;
highl =min(lowl+M-l, N+l); high2 =min(low2+M-l, N+l);
var
Old_A, New_A: array [lowl-l ..highl+I, low2-l ..high2+l} of real;
DATAMOVEMENF();
foriinl .. M,jinl.MM




In the above program, the array Old_A is the reshaped array of the original array A that
the iteration uses for each process. There is an overlapping area of the array with proces-
sors that compute the adjacent blocks. If we only look at the forailloop, the array New_A
should be declared as follow:
New A: array [Iowl ..highl, low2 ..high2] of real;
However, since the array Old_A is copied into (or switched with) array New_A, after the
forall loop, the boundaries of the array New_A is extended (array reshaping replaced the
above declaration by the extended array). Based on the dependence analysis of the origi-
nal program, the statement DATAMOVEMENTO represents the code to move data into
the local processor at the first iteration of the outer loop of the forallioop and moving data
from adjacent processors and copying inside the processor in the subsequent iterations.
This simple example actually represents a very sophisticated process of program restruc-
turing.
5, Heuristics for Applying Array Reshaping
How does a compiler recognize opportunities for applying the array reshaping?
When is array reshaping beneficial? Since the array reshaping changes the declaration of
the arrays, it is only applicable when all the expressions involved are resolvable at compile
11
time. In the last section, we listed some opportunities for applying the array reshaping.
Here we list some simple heuristics that a parallel compiler can use to decide when to
apply the array reshaping.
1. If a subscript of an array is a constant for all references of that array inside a task,
then the projection can be applied to the array to map the array to a new array with
the subscript dropped. Inside loops, the precondition means that the said subscript of
all references to the array is loop invariant
2. If the range of one subscript in all references of the array is a subset of the bounds of
that subscript then the shape of the array can be shrunk: by truncation to truncate the
bounds of that subscript into the actual range.
3. If a subscript of the array is a multiple of a loop index by an integer, such as a*i,
then the array can be compacted by the array reshaping function i/a in that subscript.
This heuristic was used in the last example.
4. If the expression of a subscript appears in another subscript of the array, this expres-
sion can be eliminated by array reshaping. For example, for the program in the
example in case 4 in the last section, the index of loop i appears in the loop bounds
of loops j and k. Consequently, array references in the loop that use indices j and k
are determined by the value of i implicitly. Just to see the relations more explicitly,
we apply the transformation index shifting to the original band matrix factorization
program shown in the above example and we get:
for i in 1 ., n·w do
lorjinl .. wdo
a[j+i,i/ := - a[j+i,i/ / a[i,i/;
lor k := 1 to w do




From the program it is clear that the index i appears in every subscript of every refer-
ence. For each loop instance of loop i, i is a constant for the loop instance.
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Therefore, the shape of the array a in the loop instance is:
[i+l..i+w]x [i] U [i]x [i] U [i+l..i+w]x [i+l..i+w] U [i]x [i+l..i+w]
= [i+1..i+w] x [i+1..i+w].
The shape of all references for a in the loop is [i+l..i+w]x[i+l ..i+w] where 1 SiS n.
This implies that the array references of a in the loop all fall into a band of width w.
Our heuristic says that by applying the function (i,i) --> U,i -i) to the subscripts of
the array reference, the shape becomes [i+l..i+w]x[-w..w]. And for loop i, the shape
of the array becomes [1..n]x[w..-wl, achieving a reduction of (n-2*w-l)*n in space.
The second subscript in the new array represents the distance of the element to the
diagonal in the original array.
6. Closing Remarks
The methodologies that we described in this paper can serve as a starting point for
studying the array reshaping for program optimization. Array reshaping is a powerful but
complicated program transfonnation technique. It is particularly useful to minimize data
communication cost for architectures that has non-trivial data transmission cost and pro-
grams that only utilize parts of the arrays. It can also be used to minimize data storage for
machines that have limited memory available (such as the hypercube computers). Since
array reshaping has a significant effects on the data references and communication cost, it
usage should be carefully planned to avoid disastrous counter-effects. The effects of the
array reshaping on the performance of the program depends on the archtecture features of
the target machine [Wang89] and can be estimated by a performance prediction model
[Wang90a]. This warrants a more thoroughly study about the potential benefit of array
reshaping in optimizing programs for parallel machines - especially when combined with
other program transformation techniques.
In [Wang90b] we studied. a program transformation technique call message consola-
tion. Array reshaping can be combined. with message consolation to minimize communica-
tion cost on distribute-memory architectures. Both techniques are utilized in an intelligent,
optimizing parallel compiler [WaGa89, Wang90c] for different parallel computers. The
selection of the shapes of an array is guided by some heuristics and a performance
13
prediction model that bases on machine features. We are currently conducting some
experiments with different heuristics to test the effects of the technique on distributed-
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